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Missed time/budget constraints
• Delivering too late 
• …or using more budget along the way

Scaling problems
• No clear path to accelerating output 
• Fluctuation among the team negatively affects 

velocity and quality of output

Unsatisfactory product results
• Poor product-market fit/delivering too little, too late 
• Poor UX/UI 
• Poor internal quality
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Planning and preparation
Over-planning and under-preparation are common 
problems, often both at the same time

Infrastructure and practices
Successful projects are enabled by robust and 
sustainable execution models

Process and collaboration
Classical, hierarchical management practices do more 
harm than good
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Planning and preparation
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Limited scope and a thorough understanding of planned work 
are key factors for successful projects
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Timeline
When will a project be ready for 

release?

Budget
How much does a project cost?
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– A  D E V E L O P M E N T  T E A M  W H E N  Y O U  A P P LY  E N O U G H  P R E S S U R E

“We can build the social network for elephants as described 
in the 587 page long specification in 67 weeks with  

11 people and it will cost a total of 1.34Mio. €” 
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– A N  A G I L E  D E V E L O P M E N T  T E A M  TA K I N G  A  G U E S S

“We can build the social network for elephants as 
described in the 10 page draft document in about a year 

with 10 people and it should cost no more then 1,5Mio. €”
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Long-term plans 
considered harmful

Any long-term plan for a non-trivial project will 
necessarily be based on assumptions to some extent – 

making teams stick to it can thus hurt and prevent a 
project’s success.
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– B A S E C A M P

“Planning is guessing” 
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De-scoping
Reducing scope turns guesses back into plans
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Increments
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Embracing uncertainty



Increment planning

An increment plan describes the functionality that is 
included in the increment and the value it adds for the 

product’s users.
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Feature concepts
Conceptually defining features with their interactive 
elements, screens and flows between those is sufficient 
for understanding their shape.

Technical architecture
A high level understanding of the technical architecture 
informs all future technical decisions.

Visual foundation
Wireframes and mockups for one sample feature allow 
inferring all of the project’s UI over time.
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Preparation on the micro level
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Shaping and preparing individual work items on the micro level is the highest 
leverage planning work that a development team can do



Preparing work 
items

Understanding and preparing each individual work item 
is where most of the energy for planning should go.
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Prepare course of action
Breaking down a work item into a sequence of small 
and concrete steps is indispensable for fully 
understanding it.

Address external factors
External dependencies and resources can block work on 
an item and must be addressed before starting the 
work.

Consider implications
Most changes have technical, functional or other 
implications that should be identified early.
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Backlogs
are where tasks go to never be done.
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False sense of completeness
Preparing a “complete” backlog for any undertaking will 
never result in an accurate representation of all work 
that will actually have to be done.

Backlogs grow forever
Most teams have backlogs that keep growing and never 
shrink, imposing a constant feeling of lagging behind.

Taking guesses for knowledge
The further out work items are prepared, the weaker 
the foundation is upon which they are based.
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Iteration by iteration
Never prepare work items for more than the current and 

next iteration. Even with the reduced scope of 
increments, things are hard to foresee and will change.
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Increment plan Iteration Work itemProject Increment

Reducing scope, increasing detail



Process and collaboration
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A svelte process based on direct communication between 
project stakeholders is the foundation for reliable progress
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Stakeholders

Product expert Engineer Marketer Designer AccountantSales
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Debt
Accumulating debt will decrease the product's quality 
and slow down further development.

Lack of feeling of ownership
Project stakeholders that are overruled or ignored 
consistently will not develop a feeling of ownership for 
the project and be de-motivated.

Unnecessary effort
Missing important perspectives when shaping and 
prioritizing work promotes non-ideal decisions
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Success is at the intersection of 
each stakeholder’s perspectives



Inclusive
All stakeholders must have the room to express and 
share their thoughts and perspectives.

Reproducible
Ad-hoc conversations are great but invisible for others 
and the information will be lost if not documented.

Asynchronous
Communicating synchronously within a larger team is a 
massive impediment to effectiveness.
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– A  P M

“Where does the  
 

fit in all this?" 
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PMscrum masterproject managerfacilitatorproduct ownerproduct manager

– A  S C R U M  M A S T E R– A  P R O J E C T  M A N A G E R– A  F A C I L I TAT O R– A  P R O D U C T  O W N E R– A  P R O D U C T  M A N A G E R
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Central management roles



No active contributors
Managers are usually not active contributors to the 
projects and lack first-hand insights and expertise.

The product expert/manager
Product experts being managers at the same time is the 
worst case scenario for a team’s sustainability

Intermediary role in communication
PMs often are the main point of contact for all 
stakeholders, impeding direct communication
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Taskmasters, who manage – or create extra work for – those 
who do not need it, e.g., middle management, leadership 

professionals



Truly self-organized teams



MOW

The iteration lead role
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A team of equal stakeholders
A project's success depends on allowing all 
stakeholders to contribute to tasks and priorities.

Collective ownership
Teams that assume collective ownership of a project 
will outperform hierarchical ones any time.

Direct communication
Effective collaboration requires direct communication 
and collaboration.
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Infrastructure and practices
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A supportive, automated execution model is the foundation for 
sustainable development
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Immediate communication
Chat rooms, email, video calls etc. enable ad-hoc 
conversations but are ephemeral in nature.

Knowledge management
Creating, sharing and maintaining knowledge and 
information among the team enables decisions.

Work item tracking
Maintaining individual work items as well as 
Communicating and coordinating on their status 
enables effective execution.
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Design sources
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.js

.css.js

.md

.css.js

.md

Workflow



Testing
All software is broken until you prove it's not with 

testing.
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Manual testing = no testing
Testing manually takes time, is unreliable and leads to 
slow feedback cycles for development teams.

Functional and visual testing
Functional correctness is worth nothing in a system that 
is visually broken.

Continuous integration
The development team must receive immediate and 
automated feedback on the correctness of their work.
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Preview systems
Preview systems allow stakeholders to validate 

changes the developer made before those changes go 
to production.
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Continuous delivery
Continuously and immediately releasing completed 
work to production allows teams to operate at their 

maximum efficiency.
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Development pipeline
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The three pillars of effective 
 digital product development
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Work item

Increment

Entire project 

Planning and preparation
As scope decreases, the level of detail for planning and 

preparation increases.
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Process and collaboration
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Direct communication and collaboration between all project 
stakeholders.



Infrastructure and practices
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Operating an effective development pipeline with a high level of 
automation.

.css.js

.md
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.md.js



Thanks!
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